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Abst rac t - - ln  this note, we propose an approximation of the solution of a Dirichlet problem by 
means of a fictitious domain method. The original problem is replaced by a saddle-point problem 
defined on.the fictitious domain ~/. To discretize the continuous problem, we use Raviart Thomas  
mixed finite elements. We give an error estimate and we prove that the condition number of the 
linear system to solve is independent of the discretization parameter. © 1999 Elsevier Science Ltd. 
All rights reserved. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
The basic idea of fictitious domains methods is to substitute to a given boundary value problem 
posed on a domain w, a new problem posed on a simple shaped domain ~ containing w and such 
that the solution of the original problem can be easily deduced from the solution of the auxiliary 
problem. These methods have been widely studied in [1,2], for example. In this paper, instead 
of using the so-called Lagrange multiplier technique as in [1], we will use the fictitious domain 
approach as a pure preconditioning technique as done in [3] for Neumann problems. We get the 
same kind of results. 
2. THE CONTINUOUS CASE 
Let us consider the following problem: 
-Au(w)  + u(w) = f, in w, 
u(w) = g, on 7 = Ow, (P) 
where w is an open set of R 2 with Lipschitz continuous boundary 7, f is an element of L2(w), and 
g is an element of H1/2(~f). We introduce the fictitious domain f~ which is a rectangle containing w 
(for the sake of simplicity, we suppose that 0~ n 7 = 0). 
For any bounded open set e in R 2, we will make use of the following notations. 
• g(d iv ,  e )  = {p • (L2(e)) 2 such that div p • n2(e)}. 
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• ao(p, q) = fo(div p div q + p.q) dx for any p, q in H(div, 0). 
• liptl~,(div,o) = (ao(p ,p ) )  ~/2. 
We study the following mixed problem: 
Find (r*,p*) 6 H(div, ~) × H(div, w) such that 
Vz_ 6 g(d iv ,~) ,  an (r*,_z) + a~ (p*,z) =-/ fd ivzdx+(z .n ,g ) ,  (PM) 
Vv_ e H(div, w), a~ (r*,_z) = 0, 
where (, } notes the duality pairing H-W2(7), H1/2(7 ). 
We easily prove the following theorem. 
THEOREM 2.1. Problem (PM) has a unique solution (_r*,p_*) 6 H(div, f/) × H(div, w). Moreover, 
r_* = 0 and p* = Vu(w), where u(w) is solution of problem (P). 
REMARK 2.1. Notice that the following variational problem: 
_ p* 6 H(div, w), Vz 6 H(div, w), aw (_p ,_) = - fd iv  z_dx + (z_.n,g) 
is the standard variational formulation of (P) in H(div, w). 
3. F IN ITE  ELEMENT D ISCRET IZAT ION 
Let us consider ÷g a uniform triangulation of fl of step 1/N whose elements are noted 
~bl, ~b2,..., ~b2N2. We perform a local adaptation of ~N to obtain a new triangulation of fl, rh, 
whose elements are noted T1, T2,. . . ,  T2N 2 and which satisfies the following properties. 
1. ~ = [-Jl<_i<k T~ for an integer k. 
2. The diameter of each element of Zh is smaller than a real number h. 
3. C1 <_ hN < C2, where C1 and C2 are positive constants. 
Such triangulations exist and have been studied, for example, by Bhrgers [4]. Now, we define 
finite element spaces associated to ~N and to rh. We will use Raviart Thomas finite elements of 
lowest degree [5]. To each edge ei, we associate the basis function ~i defined by 
f ~i.n~da = 5ij, 
i 
(where an orientation of the normal vector n~ has been chosen). In the same way, to each edge ei 
of rh, we associate the basis function Pi defined by 
e p i.nejda = 5ij. 
i 
We note 
Qh =Span {~_i,i= 1, . . . , (N+ 1)2}, 
Qh =Span = 1 , . . . , (N  + 
Finally, we note 7£ the following mapping: 
7£: <)h -~ Qh, 
(N+I) 2 
=  Jtj _qh : 
j= l  
(N+I )  2 
j=l 
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The following lemma holds. 
LEMMA 3.1. T~ is an invertible mapping from Qh on Qh. 
constants C1 and C2 independent ofh and such that 
h • O,h, 
and 
Vq h • Qh, 
Moreover, there exist two positive 
T~h H(div,~) -~ C1 --qh H(div, a) 
T~-lqh < qh H(d iv ,  ~)  " -- H(div, N) -- C2 
The lemma can be proved by scaling arguments and thanks to the recalled properties of the 
adapted triangulation considered. 
Before studying the discrete problem associated to (PM), we give the following extension 
theorem. 
THEOREM 3.1. For the spaces Ph and Qh previously defined, the following result holds: 
{ -_h H(iiv, fl) qh H(div, w ) q h  = qh mw' 3C > O, Vqh E Ph, 3q_h eQh such that  <C 
where C is a constant independent ofh. 
The main tool to prove the theorem is the extension theorem given in [6]. We will note rI h the 
extension mapping defined from Ph to Qh by 
Vqh EPh, IIh(qh) =~h" 
4. THE D ISCRETE CASE 
To problem (PM), we associate the following discrete problem: 
find (~_h,Ph) E (~h X Ph such that 
(~h, an (~h,_Zh) +a~ (p_h,7~(_~h)) =- - . f  fd iv  T~(~_h)dX + (T~(~_h).n,g), (PM)h V_~hE 
~ O. 
We prove the following theorem. 
THEOREM 4.1. Problem (PM)h has a unique solution. Moreover, ~h equa/s 0 and P-h satisfies 
VqhEPh, fw(divPhdivqh+Phqh) dx=-~fd ivqhdx+(qh .n ,g ) ,  
and hence, the usual error estimate holds: 
- Ph g(div, w) -< C h ([P[1,w + I div Pll,~) ' p 
for p = Vu(w) such that p e (Hi(w)) 2 and div p_ • Hi(w) . 
Thanks to Lemma 3.1, the proof of the theorem is obvious. 
Now, we are able to give a result about the condition number of the linear system to solve to 
find Ph" 
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THEOREM 4.2. Problem (PM)h has the same solution (y_h,P_h ) 8.8 the following problem: 
Oh × Ph such 
(~h, an (_~h,_~h) +a~ (p_h,7~(~_h)) =- -  . f  fd iv  T~ (~h)dx  + V_~hE 
(eM)i 
The condition number of the Schur complement of (PM)~h does not depend on h. 
To prove the result, it suffices to prove that  the following discrete inf-sup condition holds for 
a positive constant f~ independent of h: 
inf sup fw (d ivPhdiV T~(~_h)+PhT~(~_h) ) dx 
- _>~, 
p, eVu SheQh Ph H(div,w) [[~'h[[H(div,N) 
and then to apply a lemma proved in [7]. The inf-sup condition can be proved thanks to Theo- 
rem 3.1 (for a given Ph E Ph, consider ~h = 7~-l(I Ih(Ph))). Theorem 4.2 enables us to say that 
problem (PM)~ can be solved very efficiently by standard numerical algorithms. 
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